The photography and color samples shown have been reproduced as accurately as our technology permits and are for representation only. To ensure the highest satisfaction, we strongly recommend you view an actual sample prior to ordering stone. Realstone stone products are made from natural stone found in nature. All natural stone products lack uniformity and are known to produce variation in color, texture, hardness, density and strength. It is common for natural stone to change its appearance over time due to exposure to weather, erosion, pollution or other factors beyond Realstone Systems, L.L.C.’s control. As a result, some characteristics that may occur include color tone change, release of minerals, flaking, cracking and chipping. Color bleeding may occur due to oxidation from mineral content of the stone. All products sold are with the understanding that these qualities are inherent in natural stone and are not to be considered latent defects. Realstone Systems, L.L.C. cannot be held liable in any cause of action and makes no expressed or implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose for any type of application. Natural stone is not suitable for all uses. Customer must determine appropriate use or fitness for a particular purpose for any natural stone products purchased. Realstone Systems, L.L.C. recommends that you consult with a professional installer to confirm that natural stone is right for your project. Realstone Systems, L.L.C does not warranty damage caused by occurrences that are outside of our control such as improper installation, settlement, fire, acts of nature or natural characteristics of stone as outlined above.